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A Potential IOER Tweak Headlines Potential FOMC FX Drama
Greg Anderson, CFA, PhD - Global Head of FX Strategy
Summary


The Fed’s interest rate decision on Wednesday May 1 at 14:00 will not include an SOEP update but will have a press
conference.



The chance of a move in the target range is zilch.



With the Fed Funds rate drifting higher, there is a slight chance that the FOMC could cut the IOER by 5bps. More likely
is that the FOMC lays groundwork for doing so in June.



There is probably enough IOER adjustment priced into the market that either a hawkish or dovish surprise on this issue
will move FX markets a bit. With the market still very short EURUSD, those risks are somewhat asymmetric.

Decision Communication Details


The Statement will be released at 14:00 EDT (18:00 London time). The press conference will follow a half hour later at
14:30 EDT.



As explained in this Bloomberg editorial by Bill Dudley, any decision on the IOER belongs to the Fed’s BOG and not the
full FOMC. BOG decisions are announced in the Implementation Note that accompanies the Statement, not in the
Statement itself. There is therefore an argument for Fed watcher to read that document before the Statement.

The IOER Issue


The Fed’s target range for the Fed Funds rate is 2.25% to 2.50%. That rate is set by private banks and other money
market participants; the fed has no direct control over it. However, the Fed lends to banks at the IOER rate, so that is its
instrument for influencing the Fed Funds rate.



As detailed more fully in BMO's Short Rates Weekly, the Fed Funds rate has been surprisingly drifting upward within the
Fed’s target range and is presently at about 2.45%. With IOER at 2.40%, there is now a noteworthy premium of Fed
Funds over IOER.



When this happened last year, the Fed twice responded (in June and December) by only hiking the IOER by 20bps while
hiking the Fed Funds range by 25bps. In this way, the Fed (technically the BOG) signalled it wanted the Fed Funds rate
to drift back down toward the middle of the target range.



If the Fed were to cut the IOER by 5bps to 2.35%, it would send a loud signal to markets and would presumably pull the
Fed Funds rate back towards the middle of the target range. However, such a rate cut would presumably also get the
curve to price in actual target range cuts much more aggressively than it now does.



With the money market curve pricing in 2-3bps of cuts in the Fed Funds rate tomorrow, it appears that the market is
pricing in a reasonable probability of an IOER move at this meeting. We think tomorrow is too soon for a 5bp IOER cut,
but we do think the Fed could begin to lay the groundwork for doing so in June via the Statement and Press Conference.

Statement Considerations


The economic conditions paragraph of the March 20 Statement will need substantial updating. The preponderance of the
data flow since that meeting has been more positive than it was in the last interlude between meetings and the Statement
will need to reflect that. In particular, the discussion of GDP growth and employment will need to take on a sunnier tone.



The obvious way to offset a more positive tone on growth is to take a more cautious tone on inflation and the data
supports that. In March the FOMC said that “overall inflation has decline, largely as a result of lower energy prices.”
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With Q1 core PCE coming in at 1.3% annualized QoQ and March core PCE coming in at 1.7% YoY, lowflation looks
more pervasive now than it did in March. We think the FOMC is likely to note that point somewhat loudly.


We don’t think there will be any type of bias inserted. There is no reason for any discussion of the USD; we think the
language regarding watching “readings on financial and international developments” will remain unaltered.



If there was any chance of anyone breaking from this year’s unanimity by voting for a rate cut, today’s call by President
Trump for the Fed to cut by 100bps and resume bond purchased probably quashed that. Any break from unanimity
would be a substantial shock.

Presser Points


We expect Powell’s twin talking points to be “the economy is great” and “inflation is surprisingly low.” That would
mirror the Statement and provide Powell with ammunition for the extended pause that the whole G20 central banking
community seems to have arrived at.



We expect Powell to duck out of any questions about the USD. EURUSD is about 2% lower now than it was in the wake
of the March 20 FOMC, but we think Powell would decline discussion of that point. After a period of raucous comments
on the USD coming from all directions in 2017 and H1 of 2018, the Trump Administration seems to have settled into an
equilibrium of not commenting on USD levels. We don’t think Powell would want to do anything to risk Administration
quietness on FX by making comments that could re-start the dialogue.

The Scenario Spectrum


Although this FOMC should not be a major market mover, the IOER issue does provide a bit of potential for minor drama
on this technical detail. We therefore use it as our primary instrument for defining a dovish or hawkish outcome.



As outlined in Figure 1, we think a neutral FOMC would be one where the Fed lays a bit of groundwork in order to be
able to cut the IOER in June, but doesn’t commit to do so.



A dovish outcome would be one where the Fed cuts the IOER today or almost commits to do so in June.



A hawkish outcome would be one where the upward drift in the Fed Funds rate is underplayed along with the softness in
core inflation data thus far in 2019.



For our wildcard scenario, we throw out the possibility of one voter favouring a cut. We give that just a 2% probability.



Given the still heavy short-EURUSD positioning, we have that pair with an asymmetric response to the dovish and
hawkish scenarios. A bounce higher in EURUSD is the market’s clear pain trade right now.

Figure 1: FOMC Scenario and FX Response Table
Resulting Exchange rates
Scenario Description

FX Market Mood Response

Strong data emphasized, no mention of Fed Funds updrift, lowflation underplayed

Add to USD longs, the Fed's back to hawkish!

Probability USDCAD EURUSD USDJPY USDMXN
15%

1.3480

1.1150

110.80

19.20

Strong data and lowflation presented as offsets, groundwork laid for 5bp IOER cut later Back to our boredom :(

70%

1.3390

1.1190

111.40

19.00

IOER cut by 5bps or a near promise is made to do so

It's probably best to reduce USD longs a tad

13%

1.3290

1.1350

112.00

18.80

1 voter dissents in favor of a rate cut at this meeting

Dump USD longs now; the Fed's gunna cut!

2%

1.3250

1.1390

112.50

18.70

baseline

1.3390

1.1210

111.40

19.00

Sources: BMO CM, Bloomberg

Institutional Investor’s Global Fixed-Income Research Team survey is open.
Please vote for us!
(FX is under the USA Economics & Strategy category)
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